Premium Collection
of Inground Pool Enhancements
SR Smith PoolLuxe Premier LED In-Pool Lights
Control system comes pre-programmed with advanced color control and
dimming options. PoolLUXE is capable of producing 49 colors and
two light shows with the included wireless remote.
Includes Three or Four Treo Lights, 1 Micro Light, Remote, Control Box & Installation

Hayward Color Logic LED In-Pool Light
Single large LED light incorporates innovation and technology to provide
bright, vivid colors and light shows. Choose from seven light shows and
five fixed colors along with synchronized lighting. Includes Installation.

AquaLumin III White Halogen In-Pool Light
Single large white halogen light provides brilliant, double contact halogen
quartz lighting. Includes Installation.

Hayward 500 Deck Jets (Pack of 4)
Create a graceful arch of water that enters the pool with a gentle splash.
The stream seems to appear magically from the patio since the jet installs
flush and out of sight. Includes four deck jets plus 150’ of plumbing line,
valve, fittings and upgrade to a 2HP Hayward SuperPump for increased flow rate.

AquaComfort Electric Heat Pump
AquaComfort heat pump pool heaters are engineered to capture more of the free heat from the
surrounding air,. The Turboguard titanium heat exchanger is virtually immune to damage and
the fan assembly uses less energy and runs almost silently. It’s a precision package that lasts
longer and maintains its efficiency year-after-year.

Rheem Propane or Natural Gas Heaters
Rheem pool heaters provide year-round comfort for your pool or spa and are unmatched in
features and benefits. They are designer to make your pool the most comfortable place on
Earth.

Premium Collection
of Inground Pool Enhancements
Dolphin M600 Robotic Vacuum
Powerfully built for the toughest mess with simple operation and convenient
handling. Newly designed with groundbreaking technologies bringing you a new
era of pool cleaning performance. With the new MyDolphin app , the M600 is
always connected for you to control your cleaner from anywhere, at anytime.
1.5/2/2.5 Hour Cycle Times, 3 Cleaning Modes, Mulit-Layer Basket, Caddy—3 Year Warranty

Dolphin M400 Robotic Vacuum
Provides highly efficient pool cleaning with advanced systems to ensure
accurate scanning for systematic coverage of floor, walls and waterline.
2.5 Hour Cycle Time, Weekly timer, Caddy—3 Year Warranty

Dolphin 300 Robotic Vacuum
Control your vacuum through the multi-function power supply or use the
MyDolphin App on your smartphone or tablet to setup cleaning programs and
control the robot remotely, including manual navigation. Includes Caddy.
Cleans Floor, Walls and Waterline - 1 Hour & 2.5 Hour Cycle Times

Dolphin S200 Robotic Vacuum
Ultra-light weight and quick water release makes the S200 super easy to handle.
Choose between two filtration options to capture rough debris or fine dirt. Dual
brushing action and PowerStream Mobility System ensure efficient pool coverage.
2 Hour Cycle Time, Weekly Timer —2 Yr Warranty

Hayward Variable Speed SuperPump
Enjoy energy savings of up to 80% over single speed pumps
Programmable digital control interface with 24-hour clock and
up to 8 custom timer functions. Available in both 230V and 115V.

Hayward 3C Salt ‘n Swim Salt Generator
For inground pools 15,000—20,000 gallons:
For inground pools 20,000—30,000 gallons:
Includes the following salt friendly components:
Grey powder-coated handrail and ladder, brass anchor sockets,
sacrificial anode and 480-640lbs of salt.

Hayward AquaRite Salt Generator
For inground pools up to 25,000 gallons:
For inground pools up to 40,000 gallons:
The World’s #1 Salt Chlorinator
Includes the following salt friendly components:
Grey powder-coated handrail and ladder, brass anchor sockets,
sacrificial anode and 480-640lbs of salt.

